
Visualize

a better

world.

Identified vacant and

abandoned properties,

which reduced crime

and increased the

overall livability of the

neighborhood.

Revitalized vacant  and

abandoned properties

by identifying those on a

downward trend and

intervening before they

became unlivable.

PropertyQC

Real data.

True understanding.

Big impact.

Learn how two major US cities utilized

Cyclomedia's PQC data for their projects

Cyclomedia's unmatched imagery and AI technology enables jurisdictions to identify 

 vacant, dilapidated, and abandoned properties—right from your desktop

Cyclomedia's data allows jurisdictions to

easily and swiftly identify properties that

need immediate attention 

Images offer extremely detailed and clear

panoramic views along with highly accurate

measurements and location information.

Industry-leading image resolution allows you

to determine the property condition and if

code violations are present—right from your

desktop, eliminating unnecessary field trips.

Street Smart open API allows you to integrate

all of your Cyclomedia imagery, point clouds,

and software functions into systems and

applications, including Code Enforcement,

Permitting, Tax Assessment and Public Safety.

Enterprise-level license gives all employees

access to your cloud-hosted Cyclomedia

database, which enables team

collaboration.

Automated violation identification allows you

to efficiently determine remediation options

by using data and digital solutions for the

benefit of the community's residents and

businesses.
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Review properties right from your

workstation

High resolution imagery allows you to

determine code violations

 

Identify issues that may impact

surrounding properties.

 

Ensure all properties are identified for Public

Safety Agencies

 

Real data.

True understanding.

Big impact.

PropertyQC Use Cases

 

Desktop Review Sub-Inch Measurement

Quality of Life Public Safety Inventory

Could your jurisdiction benefit from these PropertyQC

Use Cases that support Smart City initiatives?

As a global company and industry-leading provider of street-level imagery, mobile LiDAR, and software tools,

Cyclomedia delivers technology solutions to cities and counties in over half of major US metropolitan areas. 

Visit Cyclomedia.com/us for more information.


